ABSTRACT Cloud-integrated cyber-physical system (CCPS) is playing an increasingly important role in our daily life. Unfortunately, how to dynamically make the reserved bandwidth allocation for CCPS is still a great challenge. To address this issue, we propose a novel strategy that systematically and dynamically allocates reserved bandwidth for multiple CPS services in CCPS with a nearly optimal method. By making a balance between the three key factors of crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost, the proposed strategy is able to minimize the operating cost, the influence of the discrepancy between the service-level agreement and the bandwidth actually delivered, while preserving essential QoS level. Then we develop an online algorithm based on the proposed strategy using the Lyapunov optimization theory. The online algorithm can approximate the optimal solution within provable bounds and is capable of processing the tasks within a preset delay. Theoretical analysis of performance proves advantages and shows that the algorithm has the ability to solve the complicated dynamic bandwidth allocation problems for multiple CPS services in practical CCPS. Extensive experiments validate its effectiveness as well as its superiority to five existing strategies (FM, MS + LB, MS + EF, DS + LB, DS + EF) in overall cost, crash cost, QoS loss, and operating cost.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cyber Physical System (CPS) is a new type of context-aware system, which represents the next generation of computing systems development [1] . However, with the requirements of the flexibility, the advent of big data and the complex and hybrid architecture, cyber physical system also has necessitated the use of cloud computing as a scalable and cost effective assistant [2] . Cloud-integrated CPS (CCPS) refers to virtually representing physical system components such as sensors, actuators, robots and other devices in clouds and it can process the large amount of data collected from physical components in clouds in a scalable, real-time, efficient, and reliable manner [3] , [4] .
The cloud environment in CCPS is not exactly the same as the conventional cloud environment [5] . As displayed in Fig. 1 , CCPS in our study is based on a cloud computing environment which uses a mix of local edge computing cloud and the remote cloud data center (public cloud), since edge computing cloud is a more common way that has been widely used to support CPS [6] . With the hybrid architecture of cloud support, the CPS managers are able to deploy their multiple CPS services with orchestration between the two cloud platforms. By dynamically allocating resources with multiple CPS services' needs and cost change of different types of cloud platforms, it gives CPS managers greater flexibility and more cloud resources supplying options. Nowadays, some 68% of industrial consumers said their companies are either using or considering the hybrid architecture of cloud, and 99% industrial consumers predicted that their architecture would be hybrid within the next five years [7] .
For multiple CPS services in CCPS, reserved bandwidth allocation is a key point having been paid close attention to, since the lack of available bandwidth causes the most of performance issues and bandwidth resource is usually the most critical and limited resource in CCPS platform. Actually, there are many well-known examples that cause a great loss because of the poor reserved bandwidth allocation, particularly under the hybrid architecture of cloud. For example, the IT Home which is the most popular web portal in China canceled their cloud service provided by the Alibaba Cloud (the No.1 cloud service company in China, the No.4 cloud service company in the world). The Alibaba Cloud officials said that the IT Home does not implement an efficient strategy of bandwidth allocation for their services under hybrid architecture of cloud, which is the main reason that results in unsatisfactory user experience. The affair caused much negative influence on both the Alibaba Cloud and IT Home and led to a new emphasis on the strategy of dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation. As CCPS relies on the hybrid architecture of cloud, we should pay more attention to the importance of reserved bandwidth allocation and its role in CCPS.
However, how to dynamically make the reserved bandwidth allocation under CCPS environment is still a great challenge to improve the performance of satisfying multiple CPS services' requirements, especially with the recently introduced cloud function ''Common Bandwidth'' [8] by cloud providers. Common bandwidth allows CPS managers to manage their bandwidth not only in the local edge computing cloud but also in the remote data center (public cloud) based on the total bandwidth that the CPS managers have purchased. With common bandwidth function in public cloud, all the E-IPs (Elastic IP) that belong to one CPS manager can share the total bandwidth purchased from the public cloud and by bounding the E-IP to different ECS (Elastic Compute Service) in which the multiple CPS services are already deployed, the EPS manager can dynamically allocate the reserved bandwidth for their multiple CPS services in public cloud directly. The emerging function ''Common Bandwidth'' in public cloud makes the problem of allocating reserved bandwidth in CCPS more complex. Besides, reserved bandwidth allocation in our study is the process of determining and fulfilling future demands of multiple CPS services' bandwidth and it is hard to provide an efficient balance between bandwidth costs and CPS service performance because of requiring estimating usage load fluctuations.
Since the discrepancy between the allocated reserved bandwidth and actual demands can result in a CCPS system becoming either inefficient over-provisioning or underprovisioning that is unable to fulfill multiple CPS services needs, it is of great significance to study how to dynamically allocate reserved bandwidth to achieve multiple CPS services' predictable efficiency and performance considering characteristics of CCPS and multiple CPS services.
In fact, to make it efficiently allocate the reserved bandwidth of CCPS and provide CPS services, there are some concrete requirements of the reserved bandwidth allocation algorithm in CCPS. Firstly, some CPS managers put QoS first and outfit reserved bandwidth to accommodate maximum services' bandwidth according to the stipulation of the standard contract. But it will impose unreasonable operating costs and fully abandon exploring the cost reduction advantages of using cloud platform [9] . Secondly, most of existing algorithms are designed to give precise reserved bandwidth allocation by considering real-time request and the prediction of change at the same time. But little attention has been paid to the great influence of the discrepancy between the ServiceLevel Agreement (SLA) and the reserved bandwidth actually delivered. Thirdly, CCPS, CPS and conventional cloud are different in many ways. The characteristics when deploying CPS services in CCPS should be fully considered, particularly with the emerging function ''Common Bandwidth'' in public cloud which makes the problem more complex. Last but not least, since most of CPS services in CCPS are highly delay-sensitive, the algorithms in CCPS have to satisfy the requirement of making decisions as soon as possible.
In this study, our goal is to give a strategy of optimal dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation to deal with the aforementioned challenges and concrete requirements for multiple CPS services under CCPS environment. With preserving essential QoS level, the strategy intends to minimize the operating cost of providing bandwidth and the influence of the discrepancy between the Service-Level Agreement (SLA) and the bandwidth actually delivered. We achieve it by formulating the problem as a problem of overall cost minimization. Then we develop an online algorithm based on the proposed strategy using the Lyapunov optimization theory. The online algorithm can approximate the optimal solution within provable bounds and is capable of processing the tasks within a preset delay [10] . The theoretical performance analysis of the algorithm proves its advantages and extensive experiments validate its effectiveness as well as its superiority to five existing strategies.
The main contributions of this study are as follows:
• We propose a novel strategy that systematically and dynamically allocates reserved bandwidth for multiple CPS services in CCPS with a nearly optimal method. In particular, we consider three key factors of the crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost. The proposed strategy is able to minimize the operating cost and the influence of the discrepancy between the Service-Level VOLUME 5, 2017
Agreement (SLA) and the bandwidth actually delivered while preserving essential QoS level.
• We develop an online algorithm based on the proposed strategy using the Lyapunov optimization theory, which is able to make reserved bandwidth allocation online.
In the online algorithm, we transform the problem by designing the actual and virtual queues and characterizing the delay-cost tradeoff. After minimizing the upper bound of the problem, we design an online reserved bandwidth algorithm from two aspects: reserved bandwidth estimation and reserved bandwidth provisioning.
• We make theoretical performance analysis of the proposed online algorithm in terms of cost optimality, queue bounds and the worst delay, which demonstrates the advantages of the proposed online algorithm, e.g., the algorithm approximates the optimal solution within provable bounds and is capable of processing the tasks within a preset delay.
• We evaluate the algorithm using a synthetic data set.
Our extensive experiments validate its effectiveness as well as its superiority to five existing strategies (FM, MS+LB, MS+EF, DS+LB, DS+EF) in overall cost, crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II gives a brief review of the related work. Section III describes the system modeling and the problem formulation. Section IV gives the online algorithm for efficiently solving the problem. Section V analyzes the proposed algorithm. Section VI presents the evaluation results of the proposed algorithm. Section VII concludes the paper and gives our future work.
II. RELATED WORK
How to dynamically make the reserved bandwidth allocation for multiple CPS services under CCPS environment is no doubt a great challenge, and there are some related investigations that are helpful to our study.
Some investigations pay attention to how closely combining CPS service with cloud computing to meet the realistic requirements. Yu et al. [11] discussed the relationship between cloud manufacturing and cyber physical systems. Gai et al. [12] combined CPS with heterogeneous cloud computing in their study. Wan et al. [13] proposed a approach that use cloud to support context-aware vehicular cyber physical systems. Shu et al. [3] proposed a novel architecture of using cloud for industrial applications based on cyber physical systems. Chejerla et al. [14] proposed a multi-layered information fusion architecture which integrates a task scheduling mechanism by accommodating both traffic bursts and packet losses for CCPS.
There are some works which study the network and the problem of resource allocation in the hybrid architecture of cloud. Kovachev et al. [15] proposed a hybrid cloud architecture i5CLoud, which serves as a substrate for scalable and fast time-to-market mobile multimedia services.
Kakadia et al. [16] emphasized on the importance of network resource in the hybrid architecture of cloud and propose the Network as a Service (NaaS). Moens et al. [17] discussed some strategies based on multi-commodity flow problems, and whether the new work-flows can negatively impact the performance of existing flows in hybrid cloud. Wang et al. [18] proposed the Adaptive-Scheduling-withQoS-Satisfaction algorithm, for the hybrid cloud environment to raise the resource utilization of the private cloud and to diminish task response time as much as possible. Wang et al. [19] also proposed a resources allocation algorithm for hybrid cloud consumers to minimize the resource cost and ensure QoS satisfaction. Zheng [20] proposed a hybrid energy-aware resource allocation approach to help users acquire energy-efficient and satisfying manufacturing services.
From the perspective of reserved bandwidth allocation, although there is no study for CCPS and multiple CPS services, it has attracted plenty of attention for normal services in conventional cloud environment. Menascĺȩ et al. [21] discussed how the methods of reserved bandwidth capacity planning are impacted by the advent of cloud computing from the point of view of the cloud consumer and from the cloud provider. Ballani et al. [22] designed the virtual network abstractions that capture the trade-off between the performance guarantees offered to tenants, their costs and the provider revenue. Jiang et al. [23] described their research efforts on improving the service quality for the bandwidth allocation and instant cloud resource provisioning problem and formulated both of the two problems as a generic costsensitive prediction problem. Lopes et al. [24] proposed a model that can be used for guiding this allocation activity and use the model to evaluate the gains that can be achieved with the judicious planning of the bandwidth capacity in a number of scenarios. Wang et al. [25] considered an EC2-like pricing scheme with traditional pay-as-you-go pricing augmented by an auction market and formulate the optimal bandwidth segmentation strategy as a Markov decision process over some demand prediction window. Shen et al. [26] proposed a new pricing model that sets different unit prices for reserved bandwidth, the bandwidth on congested links and on congested links, and make the unit price for congested links proportional to their congestion degrees.
As for Lyapunov optimization theory, it was first proposed in [27] . Urgaonkar et al. [28] used the recently developed technique of Lyapunov optimization to design an online admission control, routing, and resource allocation algorithm for a virtualized data center. Xiao et al. [29] designed a Lyapunov optimization framework based online algorithm to solve the problem of resource provisioning. In our work, we utilize this approach to satisfy the demands of making decisions as soon as possible and having no use of the prediction of future changes of network requests.
In brief, our study differs from previously published works mainly in three folds. 1) First and foremost, we focus on the problem of the optimal dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation under this environment. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first place to study this problem with academic discipline. 2) Secondly, few works consider the characteristics of CCPS, the emerging ''Common Network'' function, the basic requirements of multiple CPS services , and the influence of the discrepancy between the ServiceLevel Agreement (SLA) and the reserved bandwidth actually delivered. 3) Last but not least, with the Lyapunov theory, our dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation method does not need the future changes of network demands and can make decisions quickly, which is important for deploying multiple CPS services in CCPS and significantly differs from the assumptions in existing related.
III. MODELING and FORMULATION
In the section of modeling and formulation, we describe the system model, and then formulate the problem.
A. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODELING
Under the CCPS environment, it usually consists of remote cloud data center (public cloud), local edge computing cloud and CPS managers, as shown in Fig. 1 . The CPS managers can access to the cloud from both remote cloud data center and local edge computing cloud. By the emerging ''Common Bandwidth'' function [8] in remote cloud data center and conventional virtualization technologies [30] in local edge computing cloud, the CPS manager can dynamically allocate reserved bandwidth to their multiple CPS services that have been deployed in the two types of cloud platforms under CCPS environment. With allowing multiple CPS services to use the same bandwidth resource while each remains unaware that it may be used by others, it ensures that bandwidth resources can be dynamically assigned and reassigned based on the dynamically multiple CPS services' demand. Actually, since the lack of available bandwidth causes most of the performance issues and we can avoid these runtime bottlenecks by dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation strategies, this CCPS system architecture provides significant benefit to CPS, especially whose bandwidth resource is usually the most critical and limited resource.
Formally, considering the multiple CPS services set R with size of R = |R|, indexed by r(1 ≤ r ≤ R). The CCPS runs in a time-slotted way (e.g. 1, 2, 3, . . . , T ) and a r (t), the predictive demands of bandwidth from different services at time t, are dynamically generated. More remarkable, the a r (t) is only a predictive number based on statistic results, and perhaps there are more or less differences between the a r (t) and realistic request of bandwidth at time t. Therefore, the reserved bandwidth constraints for each CPS service r in CCPS are described as below:
where we denote A r max as the max amount of the bandwidth that CPS manager would like to maintain according to the Service-Level Agreement (SLA) for their service r, and we denote N r (t) as the amount of the bandwidth that the CPS manager plans to maintain for service r at time t.
Furthermore, considering the architecture of CCPS, we denote d as a certain type of cloud platform in CCPS and d ∈ D, where D = {local edge computing cloud, remote cloud data center}. In CCPS, the total capacity of bandwidth in each type cloud platform E max d is usually limited, and we denote λ r d (t) as the amount of the bandwidth that d-th type cloud platform plans to maintain for service r at time t. It also satisfies the condition:
B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this subsection, we first formulate the related influences of overall cost incurred in the CCPS and then define the objective of the problem mathematically. In order to ensure a prompt and efficient multiple CPS services, this paper focuses on three constraints: crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost.
1) CRASH COST
Crash cost is an important, but often overlooked factor in the dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation process. For example, once the amount of bandwidth that the CPS managers have maintained for one CPS service is less than the amount of its realistic demands, the response measures are needed to satisfy the unexpected demands of bandwidth on time, and more extra cost cannot be avoided. Since the exact number of demands is hard to predict and the SLA has crucial influence on the CPS services, the crash cost for the discrepancy between the amount of the bandwidth that the CPS manager should maintain and the CPS manager plans to maintain requires serious consideration. In the process of operation, the crash cost for multiple CPS services in CCPS is denoted as C h (t). Then C h (t) can be modeled as a linear function of multi-service weighted average cost, described as follows:
where h r and s r represent the cost of a basic unit bandwidth for service r in normal and crash situation. It also satisfies the condition h r ≥ s r , ∀r ∈ R.
h r s r can clearly show the magnification of cost. We denote cost balance weight e for crash cost to smooth the differences between units to better present overall cost. w r represents the weight of the r-type service that contributes to the overall crash cost.
2) QoS LOSS Different CPS services usually have different QoS requirements since CPS managers provide different cloud resources' usage preconditions for different services. Cloud resources' usage pre-conditions are typically expressed in a service-level agreement (SLA) that is the human-readable part of a service VOLUME 5, 2017 contract between CPS managers and the CPS services' users that describes QoS features, behaviors, and limitations of cloud-based services or other provisions. SLA formalizes the guarantees put forth by CPS managers, and correspondingly influence or determine the pricing model and payment terms. SLA sets CPS services' expectations of users and are integral to how CPS managers allocate reserved bandwidth around the impacts on QoS.
Therefore, there is a constant needing to balance unnecessary over-expenditure on reserved bandwidth with the QoS loss caused by the discrepancy between the amount of the bandwidth that the CPS managers plan to maintain and the amount of the bandwidth that the CPS managers should maintain according to the SLA. Based on the results of QoS in cloud from [31] , the corresponding QoS loss function C q (t) can be defined as follows:
where Q r max represents the maximal QoS that a CPS service can achieve. b is a positive constant satisfying 0 < b ≤ 1 and it represents the decline rate of QoS.
3) OPERATING COST
Operating cost can also be called as operational costs. In our study, it is the cost of bandwidth used by the local edge computing cloud and remote cloud data center just to maintain its bandwidth with necessary amount. Due to the variance of bandwidth price over time slots in each cloud platform, the amount of bandwidth provided by different type of platforms has important impact on the overall cost of the CCPS.
In our study, the dynamic cost of cloud platform d at time t is denoted as s d (t), and we have:
where p d f represents the fixed cost of one unit bandwidth in d-type cloud platform. It remains constant whether the operation is running at 100% capacity or part. p d v combining with the logarithmic function represents variable cost of one unit bandwidth in d-type cloud platform. It reveals the total bandwidth usage states' influences on the s d (t). And the operating cost of the whole CCPS at time t can be described as follows:
C. OPTIMIZATION OBJECTIVE
To make the goal of our study clearer, we define C(t) as the overall cost incurred in the CCPS, and it can be described as follows:
Therefore, given data of the relevant parameters, we balance the crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost to make the dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation for multiple CPS services by key target variables N r (t) and λ r d (t), thus realizing overall cost-minimized results. The optimization objective of minimizing the time-average cost by making the dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation within a long-term period [0, T ] can be formulated as:
The objective function (8) describes the overall cost for multiple CPS services in CCPS, including the crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost. Constraint (9) is about the bandwidth constraint of each CPS service r in CCPS. And (10) is r-type CPS service's bandwidth constraint for each type of cloud platform, it means that the size of the cloud platform provided could not be greater than that of the cloud platform currently available. Formula (11) describes the dynamic cost of cloud platform d at time t.
IV. ONLINE ALGORITHM DESIGN
In this section, we propose an algorithm using the Lyapunov optimization theory, which is able to make the dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation online. To achieve this target, we first transform the problem P1 to an optimization problem of minimizing the Lyapunov drift-plus-penalty term and then design the corresponding online algorithm.
A. PROBLEM TRANSFORMATION 1) ACTUAL AND VIRTUAL QUEUES
We denote H r (t) as the amount of unprovided requests of bandwidth for CPS service r at time slot t and H r (0) = 0. The queue H r (t) can be defined with updates as follows:
where N r (t) can be regarded as the amount of the bandwidth that the CPS manager plans to maintain for CPS service r at time t, while d∈D λ r d (t) can be regarded as the total amount of bandwidth for service r that has been satisfied by the CCPS at time t. And then, according to the ε-persistent service technique for delay bounding in [32] , we design a related virtual queue Z r (t). By this way, we can guarantee that the worst-case queuing delay in queue H r (t) , ∀r ∈ R, is bounded by the max workload delay l. We define virtual queue Z r (0) = 0 and it can be described as follows:
where the indicator function 1 {H r (t)>0} equals to 1 when H r (t) > 0, and 0 otherwise. Similarly, 1 {H r (t)=0} equals to 1 when H r (t) = 0, and 0 otherwise. We denote a preset constant ε r that can be used to control the queuing delay bound. It can be proved that we are able to guarantee all the plans of bandwidth that can be satisfied with delays at most l time slots. It is also proved that l can be set as l = [(H max r + Z max r )/ε r ], which will be explained in detail later.
2) CHARACTERISTICIZING THE DELAY-COST TRADEOFF
Let Z(t) = (Z r (t)) and H(t) = (H r (t)), ∀r ∈ R denote the matrix of aforementioned virtual queue and actual queue. Then, we use (t) = [Z(t), H(t)] to denote the combined matrix of queues. Thereby, the Lyapunov function can be defined as follows:
where L( (t)) measures the queue backlogs in the system. The one slot Lyapunov drift, then, is introduced to keep the stability of the queues:
According to the Lyapunov theory, we add the overall cost to the Lyapunov drift above. By this way, we can acquire the drift-plus-penalty, as below:
where V ≥ 0 is a weight that controls the trade-off between the queue delay and the CCPS overall cost. Obviously, a larger V means the more emphasizes are put on the CCPS overall cost in comparison with queue delay. Therefore, the original problem P1 can be transformed into the following problem P2:
B. MINIMIZE THE UPPER BOUND
Instead of directly minimizing the drift-plus-penalty (16) to solve the problem P2, we seek to minimize the bound of it. According to (max x -y + z, 0 ) 2 ≤ x 2 + y 2 + z 2 + 2x(z − y), when (t) = [H (t), Z(t)], we can easily get that:
and ) 2 , we can get the 1-slot Lyapunov drift as follows:
{C(t)}| (t) to the above formulation, we can get the drift-plus-penalty bound as follows:
C. ONLINE CAPACITY PLANNING ALGORITHM DESIGN
To make the allocation of reserved bandwidth for multiple CPS services under CCPS environment, we decouple the optimization problem into two subproblems: 1) Reserved bandwidth estimation. Making a judgement about the amount VOLUME 5, 2017 of bandwidth that the CPS manager should maintain for their service r at time t in CCPS. 2) Reserved bandwidth provisioning. Making a judgement about the amount of bandwidth that d type cloud platform should plan to maintain for CPS service r at time t.
1) RESERVED BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION
By observing the relationship among variables, the part related to reserved bandwidth estimation can be extracted by isolating N r (t). The expression on N r (t) optimization is derived as follows:
Note that the reserved bandwidth for different service r are independent, so optimization of N r (t) can be rewritten as:
By taking consideration constraint (18) , it is easy to find the minimal value of the aforementioned objective and we can get the following solution:
From the solution above, we can observe that CPS manager will incline to provide more reserved bandwidth to make it closer to the max amount of the bandwidth that the CPS manager should maintain according to the SLA for their service r with higher crash cost and QoS loss at current time slot.
2) RESERVED BANDWIDTH PROVISIONING
Excluding the part related to N r (t), the left part of right side of (24) can be regarded as the reserved bandwidth provisioning expression. The planning thus can be made by solving the following optimization:
Since the reserved bandwidth provisioning problems for CPS service r in each type of cloud platform are independent, optimization of λ r d (t) can be rewritten as:
By taking consideration constraint (19) , we can find the minimal value of the aforementioned objective and we can get the following solution:
From the solution above, it indicates that a type-d cloud platform is preferred to provide more reserved bandwidth for CPS service r when its price s d is small.
So far, we get the solution of N r (t) and λ r d (t). With the update of queues in (12) and (13), we design the online algorithm described in Algorithm 1. Getting the reserved bandwidth estimation planning (N r (t)) by solving the problem (25) using (27); 8 Reserved Bandwidth Provisioning: 9 foreach service r ∈ R do 10 Getting the reserved bandwidth allocation strategy λ d r (t) by solving the problem (28) using (30); 11 Update the queues H r (t), Z r (t) according to queue dynamic equation (12)(13) respectively.
Algorithm 1 Procedures of the Proposed Online

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In the section, we conduct performance analysis of Algorithm 1 in terms of cost optimality, queue bounds and the worst delay.
A. COST OPTIMALITY
In this part, we try to prove that the proposed algorithm has a cost advantage. Before proving the cost optimality, according to Caratheodory's theorem [33] , we can get the existence of optimal randomized stationary policy. It refers that there exists at least one policy π that chooses feasible solution (N π r (t), λ r,π d (t) for ∀d ∈ D, ∀r ∈ R, ∀t ∈ [1, T ]) and satisfies that:
where C * is the theoretical lower bound of the cost. And according to (31) , it can be derived that there exist a constant δ > 0 that satisfies:
And after applying (32) and (33) into (24), we can obtain:
Combining the expectation of (34) with ( (t)) = E{L( (t + 1)) − L( (t))| (t)}, we can get that:
With the law of telescoping sums over t = 0, . . . , T − 1 and then dividing the result by T gives:
Considering the fact that L( (0))} = 0, H r (t) ≥ 0, Z r (t) ≥ 0, we transform the formulation as follows:
Finally, (37) follows by taking a limit as T → ∞, and with a r (t), ∀r ∈ R is identical independent distribution over time slots, for any control parameter V > 0, we can formulate the relationship of a time average cost that the algorithm can achieve and the optimal one as follows:
In brief, the results indicate that the difference between the time average cost required by the algorithm proposed in this paper and the optimal cost required by the off line is with O(1/V ). And by adjusting the control variable V , the timeaverage cost C is arbitrarily close to the optimal cost C * .
have:
Since the system running in First-in-First-out model, the request arriving at time slot t will be processed before the request arriving after time slot t. As the total amount of reserved bandwidth provided within l time slots surpass the H r (t), then all the reserved bandwidth required at time slot t will be served within l time slots, thus the worst delay is l time slots. The result shows the proposed algorithm's advantages for guaranteeing the QoS of multiple CPS services. It can also be used to adjust the standard of delay for different services in CCPS by the change of ε r for r ∈ R.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm via simulations.
A. DATA SET
To better simulate the characteristics of the multiple CPS services that belong to one CPS manager in CCPS, we make a data set that combines the Youtube trace data set [34] , WoWAH data set [35] and random data set. We assume that all of three services that belong to one CPS manager are running in a CCPS. Among them, the Youtube trace data set represents the video streaming service, the WoWAH data set represents the immediate response service and the random data set represents the normal daily service. All of the three services are typical and important examples for multiple CPS services in the CCPS. In detail, YouTube data includes 13 days' trace of a campus network. We select the data of 30th-Jan in 2008 for experiment. WoWAH data set is about the trace of the most famous online game World of Warcraft. This data includes 1107 day's recorder from Jan. 2006 to Jan. 2009, and we also select the data of 30th-Jan in 2008 for experiment. As for random data set, we generated it randomly under Poisson distribution. In brief, the data set used in our study is synthesised by the three data set, and we used the dynamic amount of service request as the number of a r . Fig. 2 illustrates the requests (per minute) variation of the three and the synthetic data set over 1440 minutes (24h).
B. EXPERIMENT SETTING
According to the synthetic data set, we assume that the CCPS contains |R| = 3 type of services and includes the video streaming service, immediate response service and normal daily service. We use the dynamic amount of service request in the synthetic data set as the number of a r . For the max amount of the bandwidth that CPS managers should maintain according to the SLA for service r usually satisfying a r (t) ≤ a max r (t) ≤ A r max , we set A r max = [200, 150, 250] based on the synthetic data set.
As mentioned in Section 3, we mainly take two types of cloud platforms D into account, i.e., local edge computing cloud and remote cloud data center. Similar with [36] , we also think that the CPS manager prefers to satisfy the edge services in edge environment directly, the capacity of bandwidth prepared in local edge computing cloud is larger than it in remote cloud data center. So we set E max d = [395, 205] based on the synthetic data set and [37] , [38] . For simplicity, since it also satisfies r∈R λ r,max d ≤ E max d , we set the max amount of the bandwidth that cloud platform plans to maintain in local edge computing cloud and remote cloud data center for different services as [150, 120, 125] and [50, 30, 125] .
Considering the realistic requirements of service in CCPS according to [12] , [39] - [41] , we set 
C. EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ALGORITHM AND THE IMPACT OF PARAMETER 1) EFFECTIVENESS OF THE ALGORITHM
In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is studied. Fig.3 shows the fluctuation of total CPS service request and overall cost over time slots, from which we see that the overall cost fluctuates synchronously with the change of total CPS service requests and tends to fluctuate more straitly. This is because we consider crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost at the same time for overall cost. In detail, although we can provide less reserved bandwidth to save the operating cost when the number of request is small, it will lead to more crash cost and QoS loss which is caused by the great influence of the discrepancy between the ServiceLevel Agreement (SLA) and the bandwidth resources actually delivered. It proves that the proposed algorithm can make a good balance between the operating cost and the influence of the discrepancy between the SLA and the reserved bandwidth actually delivered. Fig. 4 shows the comparisons of reserved bandwidth consumption frequency ratio of the two types of cloud platforms which collaborate to tackle the same group of tasks in different execution period. It indicates that both the two cloud platforms run with 90-100% bandwidth used in 50% of the time. In detail, the local edge computing cloud runs with 60-90% bandwidth used in 40% of the time, 30-60% bandwidth used in 10% of the time, and 0-30% bandwidth used in less than 1% of the time. In contrast, the remote cloud data center runs with 60-90% bandwidth used in 29% of the time, 30-60% bandwidth used in 14% of the time, and 0-30% bandwidth used in 7% of the time. Intuitively, the proposed algorithm prefers to provide reserved bandwidth from the more cost-effective local edge computing cloud and the remote cloud data center is not used frequently due to its bottleneck of transmission and delay cost. It turns out that the proposed algorithm fits the practical requirement and can support the development of CCPS system effectively for multiple CPS services.
2) IMPACTS OF V AND ε
To verify the theoretical analysis of the algorithm, we studied impacts of the common parameter in our proposed algorithm. Fig. 5 illustrates the impact of V on the overall cost and queue backlog, from which we observe that the overall cost converges to an optimal value with the increase of V . But with the increase of V , the queue backlog increases. To make a good balance between the queue backlog and the overall cost, we select the intersection of the two lines as the set of criteria. In addition, we also explore the impact of parameter ε on the overall cost and queue backlog. Fig. 6 depicts the experimental result, in which we see that a lager ε will produce a smaller queue backlog. This result is consistent with the results in Section V.
D. COMPARISONS
In this section, we compare the proposed algorithm with other strategies. For ease of comparison, we denote our approach as DRBA (dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation). Since the main task of this work is to make the reserved bandwidth allocation, three strategies of reserved bandwidth estimation and two strategies of reserved bandwidth provisioning are considered for comparison. Three strategies of reserved bandwidth estimation includes: a) Full amount (FM), in which the CCPS prefers to supply the max total amount of the bandwidth for each service according to the SLA contract. b) Match strategy (MS), in which the CCPS supply the reserved bandwidth based on the predictive requests of bandwidth from different services. c) Dynamic scalability (DS), in which the CCPS based on a predefined scaling conditions and standards that trigger the dynamic allocation of total bandwidth resources. And two strategies of reserved bandwidth provisioning includes: 1) Load-balance (LB), in which the local edge computing cloud and remote cloud data center supply the reserved bandwidth in fifty-fifty split. This strategy can keep the bandwidth capacity utilization balance between the two type of the cloud platform. 2) Edge first (EF), in which the remote cloud data center will not provide the bandwidth until the local edge computing cloud is fully swamped.
Combining the three strategies of reserved bandwidth estimation and two strategies of reserved bandwidth provisioning, we have the following five cases for comparison, namely, FM, MS+LB, MS+EF, DS+LB, DS+EF. The overall cost comparison is presented in Fig. 7 Furthermore, the consideration of crash cost and QoS loss in DRBA also makes contribution to control overall cost as shown in Fig. 8 , which shows the comparisons of the crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost of the five approaches operating on the same group of task. We can see that our approach DRBA consumes less crash cost and QoS loss than those of MS+LB, MS+EF, DS+LB and DS+EF. The operating cost of DRBA is higher than the case MS+LB, MS+EF, DS+LB and DS+EF. This is because these strategies focus more on minimising operating cost and load balancing when making capacity planning of network pool. However, the performance of these strategies is far away from DRBA's, if judged by the overall cost. Actually, by providing a little more reserved bandwidth which may cause a larger operating cost, we can save more crash cost and QoS loss at certain times. DRBA has a fantastic ability to make the balance. Based on these observations, it is easy to capture the superiority of DRBA in terms of crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Effective dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation among two types of cloud platforms is particularly essential to improve the performance of satisfying multiple CPS services' requirements within cost constraint. In this paper, we develop a novel strategy that systematically makes the dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation for multiple CPS services in CCPS with a nearly optimal method. The strategies comprehensively consider the key features of crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost. Besides, it is able to minimize the operating cost and the influence of the discrepancy between SLA and the network resources actually delivered while preserving essential QoS level. Then we propose an online algorithm based on the strategy using the Lyapunov optimization theory. Theoretical analysis of performance proves it can approximate the optimal solution within provable bounds and is capable of processing the tasks within a preset delay. With the online algorithm, decisions can be made only based on current services' request and system information without requiring predicting the future related information. Extensive experiments validate its effectiveness as well as its superiority to five existing strategies (FM, MS+LB, MS+EF, DS+LB, DS+EF) in overall cost, crash cost, QoS loss and operating cost.
The following issues will be addressed in our future studies: First, we will extend our strategy to improve the ability of risk estimation and control, which is caused by the discrepancy between the SLA and the reserved bandwidth actually delivered. Second, we will combine some forecast mechanisms into our algorithm to make the reserved bandwidth results more precise. Third, we plan to implement our algorithm in an actual dynamic reserved bandwidth allocation system in a CCPS. 
